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The Pentagon was behind Egypt’s Military Coup
Interview with Michel Chossudovsky
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Press TV has conducted an interview with Michel Chossudovsky, Centre for Research on
Globalization, Montreal about the coup d’état by the Egyptian military that has deposed the
elected Morsi government after large anti-government protests arose.

“We must understand that from 1991 to the present – over a 20-year period, the Egyptian
economy has been destabilized, the Nile Value bread basket has been destroyed. 3,000
years of self-sufficient agriculture; food prices have risen; unemployment has gone sky high;
the industrial fabric of a relatively self-reliant economy has been destroyed; and this is the
basis of the protest movement.

People are protesting because their living standards have collapsed and they saw in this
new government an avenue of change. But bear in mind: the United States is supporting
both sides and their objective and their strategy is to destabilize this country as a nation-
state.”

“I don’t doubt that in Washington there is already a scenario of regime change and that
scenario of regime change is there with a view to ensure continuity. But at the same time
there is  also a scenario of  political  and economic destabilization on an unprecedented
scale.”

Complete transcript of interview below

The following is an approximate transcript of the interview.

Press TV: I’d like to have your impression on the situation in Egypt two days after a coup
d’état the situation is very tense in Egypt. Tell us more about your opinion.

Chossudovsky:  Well,  I  think  we  have  to  reflect  a  little  bit  on  the  history  of  the  Morsi
government going back to the Arab Spring, in other words, two and a half years ago. And we
also have to ask ourselves, who are the major actors behind this coup d’état?

It is a coup d’état in the sense that the military have intervened and they have demoted a
duly  elected  government.  I  should  underscore  the  fact  that  the  reports  confirm  that  the
protest movement against the Muslim Brotherhood government was also directed against
the United States.

In other words, the protest movement perceives the Morsi government as a proxy of the
United States and in particular the Muslim Brotherhood government has accepted all the
conditions, which were imposed by the International Monetary Fund upon the accession to
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the formation of a government – namely the application of strong economic medicine, which
essentially is continuity in relation to the previous period.

It’s a structural adjustment program; it’s devastating economic reforms; and I think what’s
motivated  the  protest  movement,  certainly  the  derogation  of  civil  liberties,  the
implementation of Islamic law is an issue; but more fundamentally it  is the process of
impoverishment, which has become heightened by the installation of this government and
the social situation in the country is far more serious than it was during the Mubarak period.

So that what we have is a continuity pertaining to these neoliberal  economic reforms:
massive austerity measures, rising food prices, rising unemployment and ultimately this
discontent is motivated by the collapse in the standard of living and also by the hope that a
new government would do something different to what the Mubarak government was doing.
So I think that has to be taken into account. However, let us look at who is behind this coup.

The press reports suggest that the protest movement is directed against the United States
and that the armed forces in a certain sense are supportive of the protest movement. I think
this in many regards is a smokescreen because US Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel as well
as  the  US  Chief  of  Staff  General  Martin  Dempsey  were  in  permanent  liaison  with  the
architects  of  the  coup  in  the  two  weeks  preceding  the  military  takeover.

We should be under no illusions, the Egyptian military may have differences within its ranks,
but ultimately it tows the line, it takes its orders from Washington DC.

Egypt is the largest recipient of US military aid after Israel. It is a strong ally and if they have
taken this position of intervening and demoting a duly elected government, they have done
it with the green light from the Pentagon.

I think it is highly unlikely that General Abdul Al Sisi who is the architect of the coup d’état
would have acted without consulting his counterpart namely US Defense Secretary Chuck
Hagel.

If we look a little bit at recent events we see that General Al Sisi was in permanent liaison by
telephone to  US Defense Secretary  Chuck Hagel;  we should  also  understand that  the
defense minister who instigated the coup d’état is also a graduate of the US war college –
he’s very close to the US military; and I sincerely doubt that he would have acted without
having the go-ahead from his US counterparts.

This of course doesn’t mean necessarily that… I mean, there are certain contradictions –
you have a protest movement, which is directed against the Morsi government and then you
have a military, which is supported by the United States.

In fact the United States is supporting both sides and that is part of its underlying strategy.
It supports the military and then it supported – it no longer supports – but it supported the
Brotherhood.

And what this is leading to is a situation of internal conflict, which could lead to a process of
destabilization on a much broader scale. I should also mention that the border with the Gaza
Strip has been closed.

This crisis has a bearing not only on Egypt, but on the broader region because Egypt is very
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strategic for America; it’s a gateway for North Africa and is also a gateway for sub-Saharan
Africa.

Press TV: Morsi, initially when he came in he had the support of the US, but now it seems he
doesn’t have the support of the US. Just what is in it for America now?

Chossudovsky: Ultimately what the United States action involved was essentially to ensure
that this protest movement doesn’t get out of control and the coup d’état is ultimately
intend to manipulate the protest movement and prevent the accession of a real people’s
government.

Morsi  was  not  a  people’s  government.  Well,  he  got  50-plus  percent  of  the  vote,  but
immediately upon accession to his position as president he reached an agreement with the
IMF, which was imposed by Washington and Wall Street and essentially he continued in the
footsteps of Mubarak.

So,  this  was not  an alternative to the Mubarak governments by any means.  It  was a
replacement  of  the  Mubarak  government,  which  in  effect  was  following  in  the  same path,
adopting the same economic measures as ultimately those economic measures is what
mattered. So Morsi actually did exactly what Mubarak was doing, faithfully obeying the
orders of the Washington consensus from the outset of his presidency.

And that economic model dates back to 1991. I happened to be – and this is of course
beyond the scope of this interview – I  happened to be in the minister of finance’s office in
1991 in Cairo at the very moment when this program was being implemented and imposed
by the IMF talking to senior advisers of the government, everybody was against it, but their
hands were bound.

We must understand that from 1991 to the present – over a 20-year period, the Egyptian
economy has been destabilized, the Nile Value bread basket has been destroyed. 3,000
years of self-sufficient agriculture; food prices have risen; unemployment has gone sky high;
the industrial fabric of a relatively self-reliant economy has been destroyed; and this is the
basis of the protest movement. People are protesting because their living standards have
collapsed and they saw in this new government an avenue of change. But bear in mind the
United States is supporting both sides and their objective and their strategy is to destabilize
this country as a nation-state.

Press TV: Some say the army is in power until the turbulence and tension in the country
calms down. How willing is the army to initiate another election for a civilian government to
be put into power?

Chossudovsky:  That’s  a  very  difficult  question  at  this  stage.  They  may  have  a  certain
legitimacy. I don’t doubt that in Washington there is already a scenario of regime change
and that scenario of regime change is there with a view to ensure continuity. But at the
same  time  there  is  also  a  scenario  of  political  and  economic  destabilization  on  an
unprecedented scale.

But what is occurring now in the streets of Cairo is a clash between two competing political
movements, both of which have been misled by the people who are pulling the strings
behind  the  scenes.  It’s  worth  noting  that  www.military.com,  which  is  essentially  the
mouthpiece of the US military establishment stated and I quote, “US Defense Secretary
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Hagel  and  US  Chief  of  Staff  General  Martin  Dempsey  were  walking  a  fine  line  expressing
concern while attempting to avoid the impression that the US was manipulating events
behind the scene”. And that comes from a mainstream military online source.

I  would  suggest  and  my  understanding  is  that  in  effect  this  whole  process  has  been
manipulated;  the  protest  movement  is  infiltrated;  many sectors  of  the  opposition  to  Morsi
are in fact supported by US foundations and in turn the Brotherhood is supported covertly
by the United States and US intelligence.

And it has you know, starting in the 1940s it as supported by the British secret service and
throughout the 1950s and up to the present, the Brotherhood has always been supported or
infiltrated by Western intelligence.

Press TV: What do outside countries think about this situation in Egypt, countries other than
the US, Egypt’s friends?

Chossudovsky: Well, I think at this stage that is something, which is too early to say, I think
there is a lot of confusion in what has actually happened. The armed forces in some sectors
of Western public opinion are considered as patriots, as nationalists, who are coming to the
rescue of the protest movement and then this protest movement is then portrayed as anti-
American. The new military leaders and the interim president have requested the recall of
the US Ambassador to Egypt, which then provides, in fact creates the illusion that ultimately
the  military  are  anti-American,  which  they’re  not.  They  are  very  close  with  their  US
counterparts, both US military and intelligence.

Press TV: Do you see any role or involvement by remnants of  the previous regime of
Mubarak in this situation?

Chossudovsky: That’s always a possibility. I think that the names will change. I think we’re
possibly going towards another regime change, but I should specify that this is a regime
replacement; it is not an alternative neither to the Morsi government nor to the previous
government of Hosni Mubarak. From my standpoint, with some nuances, they are very
similar because they are obeying the orders of a proxy regime and they are faithfully
fulfilling the corporate opening-up of the Egyptian economy to foreign investors and so on.
And that’s what matters to the United States and its allies.

It’s  a  neo-Colonial  policy,  which  in  effect  is  restructuring  Egypt  as  a  territory  within  the
region  and  that  is  what  is  ultimately  very  disturbing  and  there  is  a  lot  of  confusion.

This could also, potentially, evolve towards a civil war. I’m suggesting it will, but I’m saying
there are elements of crisis at the moment and it just so happens that both factions within
the protest movement – the supporters of Morsi on the one hand and the protesters, those
who wanted the demise of the Muslim Brotherhood government – both these sections are
supported by the same handlers, Western handlers namely the United States of America.

Some are supported by Western foundations, others are supported by the US military – the
close  relationship  of  the  Egyptian  military  to  the  Pentagon;  several  civil  society
organizations Kifaya, April 6th movement, which we know was supported historically even
by the US State Department.

So we’re dealing with a protest movement, which was manipulated in early 2011 and it is
manipulated currently in the present context in the opposition movement to the Morsi
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government.

The original source of this article is Press TV
Copyright © Prof Michel Chossudovsky, Press TV, 2013
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